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Abstract. Atmospheric lidar measurements were carried out
at Elandsfontein measurement station, on the eastern Highveld approximately 150 km east of Johannesburg in South
Africa throughout 2010. The height of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) top was continuously measured using a Raman lidar, PollyXT (POrtabLe Lidar sYstem eXTended).
High atmospheric variability together with a large surface
temperature range and significant seasonal changes in precipitation were observed, which had an impact on the vertical mixing of particulate matter, and hence, on the PBL evolution. The results were compared to radiosondes, CALIOP
(Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization) spaceborne lidar measurements and three atmospheric models that
followed different approaches to determine the PBL top
height. These models included two weather forecast models operated by ECMWF (European Centre for Mediumrange Weather Forecasts) and SAWS (South African Weather
Service), and one mesoscale prognostic meteorological and
air pollution regulatory model TAPM (The Air Pollution
Model). The ground-based lidar used in this study was oper-

ational for 4935 h during 2010 (49 % of the time). The PBL
top height was detected 86 % of the total measurement time
(42 % of the total time). Large seasonal and diurnal variations were observed between the different methods utilised.
High variation was found when lidar measurements were
compared to radiosonde measurements. This could be partially due to the distance between the lidar measurements
and the radiosondes, which were 120 km apart. Comparison of lidar measurements to the models indicated that the
ECMWF model agreed the best with mean relative difference of 15.4 %, while the second best correlation was with
the SAWS model with corresponding difference of 20.1 %.
TAPM was found to have a tendency to underestimate the
PBL top height. The wind speeds in the SAWS and TAPM
models were strongly underestimated which probably led to
underestimation of the vertical wind and turbulence and thus
underestimation of the PBL top height. Comparison between
ground-based and satellite lidar shows good agreement with
a correlation coefficient of 0.88. On average, the daily maximum PBL top height in October (spring) and June (winter)
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was 2260 m and 1480 m, respectively. To our knowledge, this
study is the first long-term study of PBL top heights and PBL
growth rates in South Africa.

1

Introduction

The planetary boundary layer (PBL), being the lowest part of
the atmosphere, is strongly affected by the Earth’s surface at
all times of the day. Daily PBL development is conditioned
by several parameters such as local thermal and dynamic
forcings, as well as by forcing on a synoptic scale. The variance in local forcings (e.g. surface temperature) causes spatial and temporal alteration in PBL dynamics. For instance,
ground-based emissions of particulate matter are mixed and
distributed mainly inside the PBL.
Seibert et al. (2000) published a comprehensive study on
the comparison of different operative measurement methods
for PBL top height, where the importance of choosing between acknowledged definitions of PBL is emphasised. We
adopted the definition used by Stull (1988), according to
which the PBL top is defined as the lowest part of the troposphere that is directly influenced by the earth’s surface,
which responds to surface forcings within one hour or less.
There are many methods for determining the PBL height
from vertically resolved measurements. Globally, measurement with radiosondes is a widely applied operational
method (Seibert et al., 2000). Quality-controlled radiosonde
data has been available for decades, which makes the method
suitable for long-term climatological studies on many continents (Seidel et al., 2012). There have been numerous studies on the determination of the PBL height from radiosonde
measurement data (e.g. Johansson and Bergström, 2005) and
it is known that the interpretation is not always straightforward due to technical limitations (van Pul et al., 1994), such
as altering vertical resolution due to horizontal movement
along wind fields during the ascent of the instrument.
PBL top height is a crucial component in air pollution
models because it determines the vertical space and consequently the volume for pollutant mixing, which is a key parameter for assessment of concentrations. Turbulence in air
flow due to surface friction also affects the horizontal distribution of pollutants and is an important factor in weather
forecast models. The PBL height cannot be directly measured by standard meteorological observations but it is a
quantity that can be derived from the observations. The different parametrisations of models affect the precision of the
simulated PBL height and therefore validation with measurements is essential (e.g. Hurley et al., 2008).
Lidar (light detection and ranging) systems provide continuous measurement of numerous atmospheric quantities,
including the vertical profile of atmospheric aerosols from
which the PBL height can be derived (Matthias et al., 2004;
Amiridis et al., 2007; Baars et al., 2008; Groß et al., 2011;
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 4263–4278, 2014

Tsaknakis et al., 2011; Haeffelin et al., 2012; Cimini et al.,
2013). Aerosols and pollutants are vertically mixed inside the
PBL during daytime when mixing is driven by convection
and turbulence in air flow. The PBL top height is indicated
by a gradient in the vertical backscatter coefficient profile
derived from the lidar measurement signal.
PBL top height determination is also possible using data
from an active space-borne lidar, which possesses the ability
to view vast and remote areas on a regular basis. Attenuated
backscatter profiles derived from the measurements of the
CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization) on board the CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations, Winker et al., 2004,
2006, 2007) satellite can be used to study the vertical structure of aerosols, and hence, to define the PBL top height (Jordan et al., 2010). However, operational CALIOP PBL product is currently not available.
Previous studies have indicated that South Africa is one
of the most affected countries with regard to aerosol load,
due to various natural and anthropogenic activities (Piketh et
al., 1999, 2002; Formenti et al., 2002, 2003; Liu, 2005; Queface et al., 2011). In addition to information already derived
from the above-mentioned studies, lidar studies can give detailed information on the vertical stratification, optical and
microphysical properties of aerosols. A detailed characterisation of aerosol properties, vertical stratification, mixing,
and aging behaviour of aerosols in West Africa has been
performed based on a unique data set of spectrally resolved
backscatter and extinction coefficients and the depolarisation ratio (Ansmann et al., 2009, 2011). The authors studied the complex layer structure of Sahara dust and biomass
burning aerosols observed at Praia, Cape Verde and how the
African plume reached the South American coast. Campbell
et al. (2003) have found lidar ratios between 50 and 90 sr,
with the Ångström exponent of 1.5–2, for dense biomass
smoke events during the South African Regional Science Initiative (SAFARI) 2000 (Swap et al., 2003). The lidar ratio
(Ansmann et al., 1992) and Ångström exponent (Ångström,
1929) refer to the extinction-to-backscatter ratio and wavelength dependency of aerosol extinction or backscatter coefficient, respectively.They studied backscatter profiles from a
micropulse lidar system and compared the results to Sun photometer aerosol optical depth measurements. As these examples indicate, lidar studies in South Africa have mostly been
limited to specific case studies.
In this study we conducted continuous long-term groundbased lidar measurements at Elandsfontein, South Africa,
throughout the year 2010 in the framework of the EUCAARI
(European Integrated Project on Aerosol Cloud Climate and
Air Quality Interactions) project (Kulmala et al., 2011). This
is a relatively polluted region where the number of previous
atmospheric measurement campaigns has been limited. We
compared one year of PBL top height data retrieved from a
ground-based lidar measurements with radiosondes, three atmospheric models and space-borne lidar retrievals. The aim
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/
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Fig. 1. Location of measurement site and the orographic information of the surroundings. The Elandsfontein lidar site was located 150 km
east from Johannesburg. The map shows the location of the Pretoria sounding station 120 km from the lidar site.

of this study was to provide information on PBL characteristics in South Africa, and to compare the measured PBL top
heights to ones simulated by different atmospheric models.
This study is the first long-term study of PBL top heights
and PBL growth rates in South Africa.

2

The measurement site

The lidar measurement site was located on a hill top at
Elandsfontein (26◦ 150 S, 29◦ 260 E, 1745 m a.s.l, which is situated in the eastern part of the Highveld region (Fig. 1) in
South Africa. The Highveld is a large plateau that covers
400 000 km2 , with an average mean altitude of 1500 m a.s.l,
varying from 1400 up to 1800 m a.s.l. (Fig. 1). The local
time zone is UTC+2 and it has been used in the presentation of all data. The station is located about 150 km east from
the Johannesburg–Pretoria megacity, the largest metropolitan area in South Africa with a population of over 10 million
people (Lourens et al., 2012). The surroundings close to the
Elandsfontein site are mostly rural with agriculture activities,
while the larger region includes mining and industrial activities. Laakso et al. (2012) gave a detailed description of the
measurement site.
The main anthropogenic emission sources in this area include high-capacity power production with coal-fired power
plants (Lourens et al., 2011), yielding nearly half of all electricity produced on the African continent. In addition, there
are many other industrial sources of nitrogen and sulfuric
oxides, such as petrochemical industry and mining activities. The area surrounding the measurement site is globally
regarded as one of the top five hotspots of nitrogen oxide
emissions (Lourens et al., 2011, 2012). Other anthropogenic
emissions in this area include household combustion (for
space heating and cooking) and controlled, as well as uncontrolled burning of vegetation. Wildfires and controlled burnwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/

ing of vegetation are significant sources of particulate emissions, especially during May–September. During the measurement campaign the fire frequency in the surroundings
of Elandsfontein was highest in September (the end of the
dry season), and lowest in March (the end of the wet season)
(http://earthdata.nasa.gov/data/near-real-time-data/firms).
A dominant characteristic of the South African Highveld
climate is the variation between wet (October–March) and
dry seasons (April–September). Approximately 90 % of the
annual precipitation falls during the wet season. The limited
cloud cover during the dry season results in strong nocturnal
inversions and reduced vertical mixing at night-time (Laakso
et al., 2012), while during daytime strong surface heating and
thus vertical mixing occurs. In contrast, the cloudiness and
precipitation increase dramatically during the rainy season.
This affects the characteristics of PBL in two ways. First,
cloudiness affects the solar radiation reaching the earth’s surface and thus weakens convective mixing. Secondly, wet soil
and vegetation of grassland and agricultural land (due to intensive rainfall) have a greater heat capacity than dry soil and
vegetation, which reduce the adiabatic heating of air by the
surface and thus weakens the convective mixing during the
rainy season.
Meteorological quantities at Elandsfontein were measured
with a Vaisala WXT510 meteorological station. Figure 2a
shows the annual cycle of temperature during 2010. The
hottest month was February, while July was the coldest
month with average temperatures of 18.5 ◦ C and 9.4 ◦ C,
respectively. The annual average temperature was 15.4 ◦ C.
The temperature cycle in 2010 agreed well with long-term
climate statistics (World Meteorological Organization, http:
//www.worldweather.org/035/c00139.htm). The annual average temperature measured for 2010 was 0.5 ◦ C lower
than the annual average temperature observed between 1961
and 1990. Figure 2b shows the monthly averages of daily
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ρCp−1 = 0.28571. Then, using the potential temperature and
wind profile, the vertical BRN profile was determined using
the formula introduced by Menut et al. (1999):
Rib (h) =

Fig. 2. Measured average temperatures (a) and daily maximum
global radiation intensity (b) at Elandsfontein during 2010. In (a)
the red bars indicate daily average maximum and blue bars the daily
average minimum temperature. The values were calculated from
15 min averages.

maximum global radiation intensities measured on site using
a Kipp and Zonen CMP21 pyranometer. The seasonal cycle shows that the highest daily intensities were measured in
February (1114 Wm−2 ), which was also the hottest month.
Lowest maximum intensities were observed in the coldest
months, i.e. June and July, when 706 Wm−2 and 713 Wm−2
was measured, respectively.
3
3.1

Methods
Radiosonde

The data acquired from radiosonde measurement typically
consist of vertical profiles of temperature, pressure, relative
humidity, wind speed and wind direction. By using this obtained meteorological data the PBL height can be derived.
For this study, we used radiosonde data measured in Pretoria (25◦ 330 S, 28◦ 80 E, 1523 m a.s.l.), 120 km northwest from
the lidar site. This site is the closest site where such measurements are conducted on a regular basis. The sounding
site is being operated by the South African Weather Service
(SAWS) and the sondes are launched twice a day at fixed
times, i.e. 10:00 and 22:00. Other relevant parameters are
presented in Table 1. Radiosonde measurements were obtained for 409 soundings on 200 separate days during 2010.
Soundings were not available for the periods 16 June–12 July
and 3 August–17 October 2010.
For PBL height determination we used the bulk Richardson number (BRN) method (Troen and Mahrt, 1986) as follows. Potential temperature profile was calculated for each
sounding according to Stull (2000):

θ =T

P0
P



ρ
Cp

where T is temperature in Kelvin, P pressure, P0 reference
pressure (P0 = 850 hPa), ρ dry adiabatic lapse rate and Cp
the heat capacity for dry air that resulted in the exponent
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 4263–4278, 2014

g (h − h0 ) [θ (h) − θ (h0 )]
θ (h) u(h)2 + v(h)2

where h is altitude, h0 the altitude of ground, g gravitational
acceleration θ the potential temperature in Kelvin and u and
v the zonal and meridional wind components, respectively.
The critical value RiCr was set to 0.25, which is also used in
the ECMWF model. We used linear interpolation with 10metre interval in order to have the profiles on a standard grid.
The PBL height was determined to be the lowest altitude
where BRN reaches the critical value.
3.2

PollyXT lidar instrument

The ground-based lidar used in this study is the sevenchannel Raman lidar, PollyXT (POrtabLe Lidar sYstem
eXTended, Althausen et al., 2009), designed for continuous
measurements of vertical profiles of both particle and molecular backscatter and extinction. The instrument is entirely remotely controlled via an internet connection, and measurements, data transfer and built-in device regulation are performed automatically. Weekly maintenance visits to the site
were carried out to ensure the quality of the measurements.
The PollyXT lidar uses a Continuum Inlite III type laser.
The pulse rate of the laser is 20 Hz and it delivers energies of
180 mJ, 110 mJ and 60 mJ simultaneously at three different
wavelengths, i.e. 1064 nm, 532 nm and 355 nm, respectively.
The vertical resolution of the system is 30 m and the vertical
range covers the whole troposphere under cloudless conditions. A detailed description of the PollyXT lidar system can
be found in Althausen et al. (2009).
During the measurement period, vertical profiles of particle backscatter coefficients at 355, 532 and 1064 nm, extinction coefficient at 355 and 532 nm and the linear particle
depolarisation ratio at 355 nm were obtained from the instrument. The measurement of the height and diurnal evolution
of the PBL top was based on the analysis of aerosol layers, derived from vertical backscattering profiles at the wavelength of 1064 nm. Table 1 presents the relevant properties
of PollyXT used in this study, together with the properties of
the other techniques utilised. The other techniques will be
discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
The PollyXT measurements started on 27 January 2010,
lasting until 31 December 2010 with a total instrument running time of 4935 h. The days when lidar measurements were
performed were used as the basis for the comparison between
different methods discussed in this paper. Figure 3 shows the
lidar data coverage for each month during 2010. The overall data coverage was 49 %. If the maintenance breaks (1–26
January and 23 October–23 November) are excluded the data
coverage increases to 60 %. The dark blue bar shows the percentage of PBL observations. The monthly amount of PBL
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/
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Table 1. The main properties of the methods used in this study.
Method

Temporal resolution

Vertical resolution and range

Horizontal grid resolution

PBL types included

PBL height determination
method

PollyXT

15 min (adjustable)

30 m (0–25 km or more)

point measurement

CBL+RL

Radiosonde

12 h

min. 50 m (up to ca. 20 km)

point measurement

CBL+RL

ECMWF

3h

62 levels (highest level 5 hPa,

0.2°(∼20 km)

CBL+SBL

Maximum mixing height
via aerosol layer top height
Bulk Richardson number
(RiCr = 0.25)
Bulk Richardson number
(RiCr = 0.25)

SAWS (Unified Model,

1h

typ. at ca. 45 km)
16 levels (850–100 hPa,

12 km

CBL+RL

Bulk Richardson number
(RiCr = 0.25)

South African domain archive)
TAPM
CALIOP

1h
16-day repeat cycle

typ. at ca. 16 km)
44 levels (0–4 km, adjustable)
30 m

1 km (adjustable)
5 km

CBL+SBL
CBL+RL

Convective updraft strength
Feature Detection and
Layer Properties Algorithm

Fig. 3. Data coverage of lidar measurement during 2010 categorised
into different classes.

detection varied from 60 h in January to 520 h in July (8–
70 %). For the measurement time of the lidar the PBL could
be detected on an average of 86 % of the data. Failures in
the PBL height determination were attributed to low clouds
(including fog) and thick aerosol plumes, which occasionally caused the detection of complex aerosol layer structures.
The latter was caused by strong aerosol sources (e.g. originating from power plants, wildfires) in the proximity of the
lidar site. The best data coverage was achieved between June
and September, when the best PBL detection rate of 93 %
was achieved (September) due to favourable weather conditions. Between June and September only 3.6 % (69.5 h) of the
measurement time had clouds. In Fig. 3 the yellow bars indicate the maintenance breaks, as well as the scheduled midday
breaks to protect the optics from high sun angles in October–
March. The red bars (no data) include electrical breaks, rain
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/

and other unwanted breaks in the measurements, as well as
bad data.
The PBL top heights were retrieved from the 15 min averaged lidar backscatter signals at 1064 nm using the Wavelet
Covariance Transform (WCT) method (Brooks, 2003). We
chose this method because it allows larger adjustability and
thus more robust analysis of the PBL height than e.g. the
gradient method. The latter is known to be sensitive for any
local minima in the backscattering signal (Hennemuth and
Lammert, 2006), which causes uncertainty especially during
convective situations with turbulent aerosol mixing. The covariance transform is a measure of the similarity of the rangecorrected lidar signal and the related Haar function. The
method was applied for the profiles measured with PollyXT
following the guidelines introduced by Baars et al. (2008).
The full overlap of the system is calculated to be at 800 m.
Nevertheless, PBL detection can be made reliably down
to 200–300 m, because the increasing overlap with height
causes an increasing signal with height, while the PBL detection algorithm is looking for strong decreases of the lidar signal with height. Thus the detection of the convective PBL is
not disturbed, since the convective boundary layer (CBL) is
usually higher than 300 m. Based on our data set this caused
no issues in the analysis.
The PBL height values obtained from the lidar data were
used as the basis throughout the entire comparison period.
The hourly PBL top height values were calculated from the
lidar data by averaging of the three closest data points of the
time considered (e.g. for 12:00 UTC+2 the PBL height would
be the average of the three points between 11:45 and 12:15).
The daily PBL growth rates and growth periods were determined as described by Baars et al. (2008), i.e. the main
growth period starts when the PBL height begins to increase
(typically between 08:00 and 10:00 at the lidar site) and
it ends when 90 % of the daily maximum height has been
reached (typically between 14:00 and 16:00). The growth
rate was then taken to be the slope of a linear fit to the data.
It is worth mentioning that the models considered in this
paper and the lidars (surface and space-borne) are able to
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detect the CBL top during daytime, but during night-time the
lidars detect the residual layer (RL) top and the models detect
the top of the night-time stable boundary layer (SBL). Therefore, only the CBL values were considered in the analysis.
3.3

The ECMWF model

The ECMWF runs a global weather forecast model as part of
an integrated forecast system. The model version used in this
study became operational on 26 January 2010. The model
includes a global grid with 0.2 degree horizontal resolution
and 62 vertical pressure levels from ground up to 5 hPa. Table 1 presents the model properties relevant for this study
(ECMWF, 2010a, b). The total time of each model run is
240 h, while the temporal resolution is three hours for the first
72 h and six hours after this initial period. In this study, the
only model parameter used was the PBL top height. ECMWF
(2010b) presents a detailed description of all the parameters
relevant to PBL dynamics that are used in the simulation. We
chose the four closest grid points surrounding the Elandsfontein lidar site, at distances of 24.5, 16.8, 18.8 and 5.9 km
and with an orientation of south-east, south-southwest, northeast and north-northwest from the lidar site, respectively. The
PBL height for the lidar site was interpolated using distanceweighted averages of these four data points. A more detailed
description of the model is given in ECMWF (2010c).
The ECMWF model defines the PBL top height by using
the BRN method with RiCr value of 0.25 (ECMWF, 2010b).
If the RiCr is detected between two vertical levels, linear
interpolation is used for finding the PBL top height. This
method combined with 62 vertical grid levels ensures high
accuracy in modelling. The model gives the height of the
SBL in non-convective conditions and due to this characteristic we analysed only daytime (08:00, 11:00, 14:00 and
17:00) values. The non-convective values were left out of the
comparison with the lidar measurements. The PBL growth
rates were determined from the slope of the linear fit to
PBL heights between the first data point after sunrise (08:00)
and the point when the model indicated the daily maximum
height (mostly at 17:00).
3.4

The SAWS operated model

The SAWS operates a regional Unified Model for local
weather forecasts. It is run at 12 km horizontal resolution
with 38 vertical levels to produce 48 h forecast, with and
without data assimilation (Landman et al., 2012). Temporal
resolution of the output ranges from minutes to hours. However, in this study we used the archived South Africa domain
data which has 16 vertical levels at our site with a 1 h resolution. The 16 model levels cover pressure levels from 850 hPa
to 100 hPa with an interval of 50 hPa. Under typical South
African climatic conditions the vertical grid extends from
the ground level up to approximately 16 km above ground
level. The horizontal grid of the SAWS model was centred
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 4263–4278, 2014

at Elandsfontein in this study and the studied PBL parameters were vertical profiles of temperature, pressure and wind,
from which the PBL top height was derived with the BRN
method, i.e. the same as was used for the radiosondes. The
PBL growth rate was determined from the slope of the linear
fit between the time at which the PBL top height started to
increase and the daily maximum height. The relevant properties of the SAWS model are summarised in Table 1.
The SAWS model data covered the whole year and the
PBL heights were calculated for the days when PollyXT
was operational, i.e. 24 PBL top height values for each day.
The ECMWF model (Section 3.3) and the TAPM model
(Sect. 3.5) produced 8 and 24 PBL top height values per day,
respectively.
3.5

TAPM

The Air Pollution Model (TAPM), developed by the Australian CSIRO Atmospheric Research Division, is the third
model chosen for this study. It is an integrated 3-D mesoscale
prognostic meteorological and air pollution regulatory model
(Hurley et al., 2005a, b; Luhar and Hurley, 2004; Raghunandan et al., 2008). The meteorological component of TAPM
is an incompressible, optionally non-hydrostatic, primitive
equation model which uses a terrain-following vertical coordinate system for 3-D simulations (Zawar-Reza and Sturman, 2008). It includes comprehensive parametrisations
for cloud/rain micro-physical processes, urban/vegetative
canopy and soil, as well as turbulence closure and radiative fluxes (Lai and Chang, 2009). TAPM predicts local-scale
flows, such as sea breezes and terrain-induced circulations,
by utilising meteorological fields obtained from larger-scale
synoptic analyses (Luhar and Hurley, 2004).
Properties of TAPM are presented in Table 1. The model
grid was centred to the lidar site and the synoptic scale analyses data and Limited Area Prediction System (LAPS) or
Global Analysis and Prediction (GASP) analysis data, was
obtained from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. The
vertical grid of TAPM is adjustable and the uppermost level
height used in the model run was 4 km. The PBL parameters
studied were, in addition to the PBL top height, temperature,
wind and solar radiation intensity.
The TAPM model defines the PBL height through the
strength of convective updraft. During daytime, the PBL top
is reached at the first vertical level where convective updraft
decreases to zero and during night-time when the vertical
heat flux has decreased to 5 % or less from the surface value
(Hurley, 2008). In other words, the TAPM detects the PBL
height via investigating the influence of Earth’s surface to
heat flux; during the day this effect is transfer of convective heat energy from solar radiation (CBL) and during night,
transfer of heat which has been capacitated to soil during
day (SBL). Similar to the ECMWF model, TAPM also produces the height of the SBL during night-time. Therefore,
the data chosen for comparison with measurements included
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots for comparing PollyXT (a), the ECMWF (b), SAWS (c) and the TAPM model (d) to daytime radiosonde observations in
the comparison period. Blue and green lines mark linear fit to the data and 1:1 correlation, respectively.

only daytime values (08:00–17:00). Growth rates were calculated similarly to the SAWS model.
3.6

Space-borne lidar: CALIOP

CALIPSO is an Earth Science observation mission launched
on 28 April 2006. Onboard CALIPSO is CALIOP, a lidar
operating at 532 and 1064 nm and equipped with a depolarisation channel at 532 nm. There are three basic types of level
2 data products: layer products, profile products and the vertical feature mask. Layer products provide layer-integrated or
layer-averaged properties of detected aerosol and cloud layers. Operational CALIOP PBL product is currently not available. The relevant properties of CALIOP are summarised in
Table 1.
During 2010, 102 CALIPSO overpasses were available
inside a 2 × 2 degree box centred on Elandsfontein. The
minimum overpass distance was 60 km, while the maximum distance was 110 km from the lidar station. In 61
cases the boundary top location algorithm (SIBYL, Selective Iterated Boundary Locator) identified at least one layer,
while in 41 cases no layers could be identified. For this
total of 61 cases, the PBL top from the ground-based lidar was available for 29 cases. In those cases when two
or more layers were observed, we considered the top of
the first layer from the ground to be the PBL top height.
However, in three cases, the top of the second layer was
taken, since it was obvious from the attenuated backscatter
image provided by CALIOP (http://www.calipso.larc.nasa.
gov/products/lidar/browse_images/production/) that the first
layer corresponds to a layer inside the PBL.
In order to determine the PBL height from the CALIOP
measurements, several methods have been developed using level 1B attenuated backscatter data (e.g. maximum
variance technique Jordan et al., 2010). However, level 1B
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/

CALIOP products present low reliability for the altitudes
we study, especially during daytime because of the high
background solar radiation. The low signal-to-noise ratio of
CALIOP profiles complicates the detection of a gradient
in aerosol backscatter (Jordan et al., 2010). In this study,
we used the level 2 aerosol layer product. The CALIOP
layer detection algorithm is described in detail in Vaughan
et al. (2005) and in Sect. 5 of the CALIPSO Feature Detection ATBD (http://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/resources/
pdfs/PC-SCI-202_Part2_rev1x01.pdf). The CALIOP level 2
aerosol layer product provides information on the base and
top heights of existing aerosol layers, reported at a uniform
5 km horizontal resolution.

4
4.1

Results and discussion
Radiosonde vs. other methods

The comparison was carried out by calculating correlations
between the results from each method and the radiosonde
observations. For comparisons we chose only the morning
soundings that were carried out in convective conditions (sun
above horizon). These comparisons are presented in Fig. 4.
If the 1 : 1 correlation line between the PBL top heights
derived from the radiosonde and the PollyXT is considered
in Fig. 4a, it is evident that almost half of the radiosonde
PBL top heights were smaller and half were larger than the
top heights from PollyXT (56 % smaller and 44 % larger out
of all cases). The deviation is large throughout the comparison period (Fig. 4a). About 10 % of the sounding derived
PBL top values were within ± 20 % and 30 % were within
± 50 % of the lidar PBL top values. For the overall comparison of CBL top heights, the slope of the fit is 0.43 (x intercept
forced to zero in all fittings) with a correlation coefficient
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 4263–4278, 2014
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Fig. 5. Monthly averages of PBL daily maximum values. Numbers above bars indicate the number of measurement days on each month.

(R) of 0.05. The total number of simultaneous observations
during daytime is 75. We carried out a similar comparison
for night-time soundings as well and found no significant
changes compared to daytime. During night-time (89 soundings), the slope of the fit is close to unity (0.93) and R increases only slightly to 0.06. In five soundings we found that
when completely stable tropospheric conditions persisted,
i.e. when the temperature profile follows adiabatic lapse rate,
the BRN method suggests the tropopause (ca. 6 km) as the
PBL top height.
The correlation between the ECMWF model and the radiosondes is presented in Fig. 4b. The fit shows that radiosonde measurements have larger PBL heights with the
slope of the linear fit being 0.32 and R being 0.58. The results show that the soundings give smaller PBL top values in
84 % of the cases and 24 % of the values are within ± 20 %
and 53 % are within ± 50 % of the ECMWF model values.
The comparison values for TAPM (slope / R) are 0.18/0.11
and for the SAWS model 0.40/0.30 (Fig. 4c, d, respectively).
4.2

Annual PBL cycle

The PBL top daily maximum heights were studied for 174
days during 2010. In order to obtain a reliable determination
of the daily maximum PBL top height, we required sufficient
data coverage between 12:00 and 18:00, i.e. when the maximum height was detected and decrease in PBL top height due
to weakening solar radiation was confirmed, with neither wet
removal of aerosols (rain) nor clouds inside the convectively
mixed aerosol layer. Figure 5 shows the monthly averages
of the daily maximum PBL top heights for the studied year.
The annual PBL cycle can be clearly seen, i.e. lower daily
maximum PBL top heights during the colder dryer months
with minimum in June and higher PBL top heights in the hotter weather months with the maxima in October. January and
November are somewhat exceptions (Fig. 5), which might be
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 4263–4278, 2014

due to the low number of measurement days caused by maintenance breaks. The relatively low average PBL top height
value for December can be attributed to increased precipitation and cloudiness (205 h, i.e. 48.0 % of the measurement
time was cloudy in the PollyXT data), and therefore less heating from the surface. Overall, the annual cyclic behaviour of
PBL top heights follows the cycle of the solar radiation measured at the site (Fig. 2b).
It appears that TAPM produces systematically lower values for PBL top height throughout the year. It has to be noted
that the ECMWF modelled results may also underestimate
the PBL top maximum height slightly due to the 3 h data
resolution, i.e. the actual PBL maximum values may occur
between the data points. Figure 6 shows the frequency distributions of all the daily maxima observed with the PollyXT
and the models. As Figures 6a and 6b show, the PollyXT
and ECMWF model have a slightly skewed normal distributions with medians of 1730 m and 1640 m PBL top height and
standard deviations of 565 m and 620 m, respectively. TAPM
(Fig. 6c) also gives a similarly skewed normal distribution,
but the median of 1200 m is approximately 400–500 m lower.
The SAWS model distribution (Fig. 6d) has a median value of
1205 m which is close to the value obtained from TAPM, but
the standard deviation is higher (810 m versus 520 m). The
interpolation between the model levels improved the result
distribution being only slightly skewed normal distribution
despite the coarse vertical resolution of the model.
4.3

Comparison of the PBL top height determination
with lidars and models

The comparison was carried out for boundary layer evolution
during convective conditions, i.e. when the sun was above
the horizon (11:00–17:00). The modelled PBL top heights
were subtracted from those measured with the lidar. Figure 7a shows the monthly mean difference between each
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/
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Fig. 6. Histograms for measured and modelled PBL top daily maximum heights during 2010, (a) PollyXT , (b) ECMWF, (c) SAWS and
(d) TAPM.

comparison for days when PBL maximum height was considered to be detected reliably with the lidar, i.e. when measurement time was distributed over separate hours before and
after the solar noon to detect PBL evolution and no wet removal was observed. As is evident in Fig. 7a, the tendencies of over- or underestimation in PBL top height altered
between the change between the dry and the rainy season
for the models. In comparison to lidar measurements, the
ECMWF and the SAWS models tend to show larger overestimation during the rainy season, while TAPM gives larger
values than the lidar. This is mainly due to the effect of increased cloudiness. The monthly differences seem to have
similar seasonal pattern for each of the models. Similar plots
(Fig. 7b–d) are presented separately for the 11:00, 14:00
and 17:00 time slots. In general, the differences between the
methods are largest at 11:00 when mixing starts.
4.3.1

Ground-based lidar–PollyXT

In the subsequent sections, we will present the lidar–model
comparison results in more detail. As mentioned earlier, the
lidar data set was selected as the base for the comparison with
the other techniques, mainly due to its good temporal and
vertical resolution. In addition, the focus of this study was to
investigate the PBL characteristics at the Elandsfontein measurement site where the lidar was located and thus the models were centred to it. The drawbacks of the ground-based
lidar are associated with the technical complexity of the instrument, sensitivity for rain and complex aerosol structures.
Still, the PBL top height was detected in about 86 % of all the
measurement data (42 % of the total time). In general, the lidar data have more variation during the rainy season, which
may partly explain the large differences observed in October (Fig. 5). Maintenance was carried out during two months
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/

in the rainy season (December and January) resulting in a
smaller data set for that particular season, which could have
affected the observations of monthly and seasonal PBL characteristics.
4.3.2

ECMWF

The ECMWF model shows the best correlation to lidar measurements (Figs. 5, 7 and 8) with only 19.8 % mean absolute
difference, when October is excluded from the comparison
– 30 % ECMWF PBL top values are within ± 20 %, while
72 % are within ± 50 % of the lidar values. When comparing only the PBL top height at 14:00 the corresponding values are 61 % and 89.6 %. The ECMWF model tends to evaluate the PBL top a bit higher than the PBL top measured
with the PollyXT (in 62.5 % of the cases). A clear seasonal
pattern is observed in differences between the two methods (Fig. 7). The best agreement is found between March
and July, i.e. during the dry season. A plausible explanation for this is the similar pattern observed in global radiation daily maxima (see Fig. 2b). The PBL top evaluation by
the ECMWF model is based on the strength of convection,
and therefore the model is sensitive to changes in radiation
levels. The monthly averages of daily maximum global radiation decrease strongly during autumn from 1000 Wm−2
in March to 760 Wm−2 in April. The average daily maximum intensity remains below 800 Wm−2 until September,
after which it increases to 920 Wm−2 and further increases to
over 1000 Wm−2 for the rest of the year. Figure 8a shows the
scatter plot comparison between the lidar and the ECMWF
model for convective conditions (684 common data points),
in other words for data points at 11:00, 14:00 and 17:00. The
fit of the slope is 0.85 and R 0.62.
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Fig. 7. Monthly mean differences in PBL height from the lidar and each model: (a) all values between 11:00–17:00, (b) 11:00, (c) 14:00 and
(d) 17:00.

Fig. 8. Scatter plot between PollyXT and ECMWF (a) and PollyXT and the SAWS-operated model (b) for convective (08:00–17:00) conditions. The green and the blue lines represent a 1 : 1 correspondence and linear fit to data, respectively.

4.3.3

SAWS

The SAWS operated model shows the second best correlation
with PollyXT (Figs. 5, 7 and 8) with a mean absolute difference of 20.6 % during daytime. About 18 % of the SAWS
PBL top values are within ± 20 %, while 48.2 % are within
± 50 % of the lidar values. When comparing only the PBL at
14:00, the corresponding values are 25.7 % and 58.7 %. The
SAWS model shows a smaller difference to the PollyXT lidar
measurement during the dry season. The SAWS model values were lower than the lidar values in 23.9 % of the cases
and smaller than the ECMWF values in 21.8 % of the cases.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 4263–4278, 2014

The slope of the fitted line in Fig. 8b is 0.78 but the R is
smaller when compared to the ECMWF model, 0.24, with
1635 data points.
To analyse the results in more detail, the model temperature and wind speed were compared to the ground-based
measurements. The model temperature compared reasonably
well to the measurements, with the mean relative difference
being about 8 %. However, the SAWS model tends to underestimate the wind speed. The mean relative difference
in the wind speed was 46 % and 45 % of the model wind
speeds were within ± 50 % of the measured values. In addition, about 89 % of the model values were smaller than
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/
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the measured wind speed. The underestimation of the wind
speed may affect the higher-altitude weather parameters in
the model and therefore have consequences for the PBL top
height determination.
4.3.4

TAPM

Comparison between PollyXT and TAPM indicates systematic underestimation of PBL top height by the model (Figs. 5
and 7), with ten months showing higher values for the
PollyXT measurements. The mean relative difference in the
comparison between the lidar and TAPM is 36.5 %. The
modelled values are smaller than PBL top heights measured
with the lidar for 91.7 % of the cases. This is also observed
by comparing TAPM to the other models. TAPM model values are smaller than the ECMWF PBL top height values
for 94.6 % of the cases. A different seasonal behaviour is
observed compared to the lidar and to the ECMWF model
(Fig. 7). In a similar way as the ECMWF model, TAPM estimates the PBL height through the strength of convection
and the differences to the lidar measurement indicate that increasing global radiation intensity improves the performance
of the model. Hence, the relative differences compared to
the lidar measurements are significantly lower in warmer
months (October–February). However, the number of measurement days was low in January and November with only
five and three days, respectively. Just 15.6 % of the TAPM
PBL top height values are within ± 20 % and 59.7 % are
within ± 50 % of the lidar values. When comparing TAPM
with the ECMWF model, the corresponding (± 20 % and
± 50 %) values were 9.3 % and 40 %.
In order to explain the observed differences, the model
temperature, radiation and wind speed were compared to
the ground-based measurements. The model temperature and
global radiation compared well with the measurements. The
mean absolute difference in temperature values between
the model and measurements was about 4 %. However, the
model underestimates the wind speed significantly. The mean
absolute difference was 23 % and 60 % of the model wind
speeds were within ± 50 % of the measured values. About
74 % of the model values were smaller than the measured
wind speed. The underestimation of the wind speed probably
leads to underestimation of the vertical wind and turbulence
and thus underestimation of the PBL top height. This may
partly explain the observed differences.
4.3.5

Space-borne lidar

Comparisons of PBL top heights between ground-based
PollyXT lidar and space-borne CALIOP lidar have been performed for the 29 common cases. As previously stated, the
CALIOP overpasses were between 60 and 110 km from the
lidar site. The scatter plot between CALIOP and PollyXT lidar derived PBL heights shows a good correlation with a correlation coefficient of 0.88 (Fig. 9). The majority of our data
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/

Fig. 9. PBL top comparison of 29 common PBL top height observation cases for PollyXT and CALIOP data.

accounts for PBL heights lower than 3 km. The overestimation seems to be larger for larger PBL top heights (>1.5 km)
(see Fig. 9), rather than being related to the distance between
the overpass and the lidar station or the time difference. In
the cases when CALIOP detected two or more layers, we
considered the top of the first layer from the ground to be the
PBL top height. However, in three cases (out of the total 29),
the top of the second layer was taken, since it was obvious
from the attenuated backscatter profiles of CALIOP that the
first layer corresponds to a layer inside the PBL. Based on
this comparison data set, the altitude of the first layer of level
2 aerosol layer product can be considered being consistent
with the PBL top height determined with ground-based lidar
in 90 % of the cases.
4.4

Diurnal PBL cycle

Figure 10 shows the annual average of diurnal PBL evolution for the common data points. The sunrise times varied
between 05:07 and 06:56, while sunset times ranged between
17:23 and 19:05 – these time are indicated with the shaded
areas in Fig. 10. The lidar measurements cover both daytime CBL and nocturnal RL heights, similarly to the SAWS
model.
According to the PollyXT measurements, the daily evolution of the CBL starts approximately 3 to 4 h after sunrise and
a daily PBL maximum top height is reached on average 3.5 h
after the solar noon (solar noon at 11:51–12:14 with seasonal
dependence). The ECMWF model evaluates the PBL height
only during convective conditions (daytime) and therefore
the night-time result for PBL height is low. Due to the 3 h
temporal resolution, the simulated daily maximum heights
of the PBL top are reached at 14:00 or 17:00 on all days
studied, which may have a 1.5 h difference between the maximum PBL top height time measured with the lidar (15:30 on
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 4263–4278, 2014
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Fig. 10. PBL diurnal cycle observed in Elandsfontein during 2010. The grey shading indicates the times of sunrise and sunset.

average). From Figure 10, one can identify that the PBL development starts earlier and is stronger in the ECMWF model
compared to the PollyXT data (see values between 08:00 and
17:00). During the day the best correlations of 0.46 and 0.52
were found between the two methods at 14:00 and 17:00, respectively. This correlation was only 0.16 at 11:00.
TAPM, with a 1 h temporal resolution follows the CBL
evolution well despite systematic underestimation of PBL
height, which was discussed in Sect. 4.3.4. The SAWS model
gives both CBL and RL heights, and the results agree well
for the latter in comparison to lidar measurement. The BRN
method used in the SAWS model is sensitive enough to detect
inversion layers that occur on the RL top under stable conditions, i.e. non-convective atmospheric conditions. The same
feature is also observed in the radiosonde data. The 22:00
soundings agree better with the lidar measurement than the
soundings at 10:00.
4.5

Planetary boundary layer characteristics

This section summarises the PBL characteristics determined
with the PollyXT lidar for 2010 at Elandsfontein. The discussion of the SBL is based on the ECMWF and TAPM models.
The presented features could be generalised to some extent
for different years (the year 2010 average temperature was
close to the long-term averages) in southern Africa in areas
with similar surface properties and solar radiation. As shown
in Fig. 5, the seasonal cycle of the PBL top height is relatively
explicit and follows the cycle of solar radiation (Fig. 2b). On
average, the PBL top was highest in spring (September and
October with heights of 2170 and 2260 m with standard deviations of 790 m and 940 m, respectively), while it was the
lowest in winter (May–August with heights of 1450–1790 m)
and in January (1210 m), which may be due to low number of
measurement days (5). The standard deviations of monthly
averages were from 17 % (January) up to 42 % (October),
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 4263–4278, 2014

which indicates high variability between the PBL daily top
maxima. The diurnal cycle is also well pronounced (Fig. 10).
The evolution of the observed CBL started approximately
3 to 4 h after sunrise and the daily PBL top maximum was
reached about 3.5 h after the solar noon. The models following the CBL (ECMWF and TAPM) show that the SBL
top during night-time is on average 160 m (monthly averages
varying from 70 to 270 m). The RL top (defined by the lidar)
remains on average at 890 m during the night (monthly averages from 450 to 1370 m). The low SBL heights observed
support earlier findings in South Africa that indicated that
the night-time domestic pollution originating mainly from
informal and semi-formal settlements is trapped near the surface of the earth and heavily impacts local air quality (Venter et al., 2012). The industrial emissions are most probably
released and lifted to the RL because of tall stacks. As an example, all but two power plants owned by the national power
company have stacks rising up to 200 m or more (Bethlehem
and Goldblatt, 1997). Therefore the immediate effect of industrial emissions on air quality is smaller during the night,
when the SBL is low.
4.6

PBL growth rates

Figure 11 presents the PBL growth rates determined in
2010. All modelled values (Fig. 11b–d) are in relatively
good agreement with the PollyXT measurements presented
in Fig. 10a. The modes of the lidar, the ECMWF model
(Fig. 11b) and the SAWS model (Fig. 11c) are 120–
180 m h−1 with frequencies of 32.2 %, 34.5 %, and 39.7 %,
respectively. The corresponding median values for the lidar,
the ECMWF model and the SAWS model are 183, 167 and
163 m h−1 with standard deviations of 84, 76 and 74 m h−1 ,
respectively. The median of TAPM (Fig. 11d) at 172 m h−1
(standard deviation 81 m h−1 ) agrees with the other methods
although the standard deviation is the second largest after
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/
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Fig. 11. PBL growth rates during the comparison period: (a) PollyXT, (b) ECMWF, (c) SAWS 2 and (d) TAPM.

PollyXT (81 m h−1 ) and 30.5 % of the values are in the range
of 120–180 m h−1 . The large percentage of values below the
120–180 m h−1 range, 32.4 %, can partly explain the previous result of systematical underestimation of the PBL top
height by TAPM. The length of the growth period of the
TAPM was typically similar to that of the PollyXT measurements with an average of 6.8 h (PollyXT 6.7 h).

5

Comparison to other locations

This study is the first long-term study of PBL top heights
and PBL growth rates in the Southern Hemisphere. The average PBL top height of 1.4 ± 0.5 km a.g.l. under convective
conditions (08:00–17:00) is comparably high, with its highest values and variability in spring (1.6 ± 0.7 km) and lower
values in the other seasons (1.3 km). Within Europe, maximum values occurred during summer, e.g. 1.8 km in Leipzig,
Germany (Baars et al., 2008) and 1.3 km in Granada, Spain
(Granados-Muñoz et al., 2012). In winter both of these studies showed values around 0.8 km. Chen et al. (2001) have reported PBL top heights of 1.0 km for a site in Japan in spring
and autumn, while PBL top heights were 0.4 and 0.7 km in
winter and summer, respectively. Hänel et al. (2012) have
reported night-time RL top heights of 0.7 to 1.1 km in the
vicinity of Beijing, China, with maximum values in spring
and summer.
The PBL growth rates found in this study compare well
with other locations and maximum values coincide with the
maximum PBL top heights. PBL growth rates were, thus,
highest in spring with 220 ± 100 m h−1 and lower during the
other seasons. On average, growth rates between 100 and 300
m h−1 were found. Baars et al. (2008) found growth rates of
100 to 300 m h−1 most of the year and 400 to 500 m h−1 in
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/4263/2014/

summer. Chen et al. (2001) reported lower growth rates of 30
to 100 m h−1 with peak values of 140 m h−1 in autumn.
6

Summary and conclusions

One year of PBL top height observations done with PollyXT
lidar were compared with three atmospheric models, radiosonde measurements and CALIOP space-borne lidar in
South Africa. It was shown that the lidar is suitable for continuous measurements of daytime PBL and night-time RL
with high temporal data coverage. We had data coverage of
49 % for the complete sampling period (60 % if maintenance
breaks are excluded). For the lidar PBL top height determination the WCT method performed well despite frequent complex vertical aerosol layer structures caused by large emissions from large point sources and biomass burning. The lidar detected the PBL top height for 86 % of all the measurements (42 % of the total time). The best performance in data
coverage and PBL height detection was observed during the
dry season (April–September), when rain and cloudy conditions had only a minor impact on the measurements and
aerosol concentrations were the highest.
The comparison between PollyXT lidar and radiosonde
measurements showed large variation. However, there are a
few aspects which are likely to contribute to the discrepancies between the two methods. Firstly, the radiosonde launch
site (Pretoria) is 120 km from the lidar site and secondly, we
found cases when entirely stable troposphere resulted in clear
failure in PBL height determination by the BRN method. Despite their limitations in temporal resolution and PBL top
height determination method, radiosondes have been routinely used for decades and therefore are a valuable method
for long-term climatology analyses.
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The results from the ECMWF model indicated the best
agreement with the lidar data in the annual PBL cycle.
Hence, the model predicts the daily PBL top maximum
height well despite its 3 h temporal resolution. In addition,
the PBL growth rates agree well with those derived from lidar data. The performance of the model is the best during the
dry season (May–June) with relatively small average overestimation (8.2 %) of PBL top height when all daytime values (11:00, 14:00 and 17:00) are compared with the PollyXT
data. During spring and summer (October–February) the differences varied more, which is most probably a combined
result from weather-related limitations (clouds and precipitation) of the lidar measurements, as well as maintenance
that was done during two summer months. Both the aforementioned reasons lead to a smaller lidar data set during this
rainy season.
The SAWS model performed well in general, notwithstanding the fixed pressure levels with 50 hPa intervals,
which results in vertical resolution of about 500 m near
the surface. The model performed second best with regard
to daytime PBL top height evaluation with only slightly
larger mean absolute difference than the lidar measurements
(20.6 %). Similar uncertainties were observed as for the radiosondes, but the overall performance of the SAWS model
was relatively good compared to the results from PollyXT and
the ECMWF model. However, the SAWS model underestimates the wind speed strongly. About 89 % of the model values were smaller than the measured wind speed. The underestimation of the wind speed may affect the higher altitude
weather parameters in the model and therefore have consequences for the PBL top height determination.
The TAPM has the densest vertical grid of the studied models, but it systematically underestimated the PBL
top height, possibly due to its determination method. The
mean relative difference in the comparison between lidar and
TAPM is 34.7 %. The modelled values are smaller than PBL
top heights measured with the lidar for 92 % of the cases. The
model temperature and global radiation compared well with
the measurements, but the model underestimates the wind
speed strongly. The mean absolute difference was 23 % and
about 74 % of the model values were smaller than the measured wind speed. The underestimation of the wind speed
probably leads to underestimation of the vertical wind and
turbulence, thus underestimation of the PBL top height. This
may partly explain the observed differences.
The CALIOP level 2 aerosol layer product compares well
with the PBL top heights from PollyXT lidar. For the total
number of 29 cases, the correlation coefficient is 0.88 and
for 90 % of the studied cases, the altitude of the first layer of
level 2 aerosol layer product can be considered as the PBL
top.
The notable differences found between the methods for
PBL top height determination show that one has to be careful when using a modelled value for a specific location and
time. Moreover, the use of radiosonde data from a distant site
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 4263–4278, 2014

should be considered carefully. Different approaches could
even produce different seasonal cycles, as was observed at
the studied site. The elevation of the area and the hilly surroundings (surface elevation varies within 200 m) may be responsible for some of the differences depending on the model
grid (even though it was centred at our site). If the PBL top
heights are used in air quality modelling, the possible unrealistic PBL top height variations will be transferred directly
to the air quality results through the erroneous size of the
mixing volume for aerosols. More direct measurements of
the PBL top heights e.g. with lidars can be used to verify the
models. For more detailed model verification studies we recommend the usage of all available model data products and
parameters in order to cover all the drivers of PBL dynamics,
such as temperature, wind speed, solar radiation, vertical heat
flux, surface reflectivity and modelled vegetation parameters.
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